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click the "networking" tab, and then "connection settings" as shown
below. note that as this server is a listenserver, we will not be able to
see the different servers that are connected or disconnected. however, if
you also have a dedicated server or if you look under the dedicated
servers tab you will see that the listenserver is listed. mkdir ~/mylibrary
rsync -a /media/plex/mp3_file_path /users/[your username]/mylibrary i
have removed the username and the path to the local directory. the
reason for this is that there is a space in the path above. you can find
the settings for the sfml server here. in general, the operating system
must be able to access the sfml module. all the source code for the sfml
library is accessible via pvs-studio online, if you are interested in looking
through the source code of any other sfml project. to avoid long compile
times, i advise to put the source code directly on the source path (see
further about this in the sfml documentation ). this helps reduce the load
on the pc during compilation when the number of required libraries is
relatively large. if you do not already have pvs-studio installed on your
computer, then follow the official installation instructions to install it.
once you have installed pvs-studio, open the program and select server
tests from the menu to start running the tests. if you would like to install
the pvs-studio plugin directly in the npm system (it should be installed
and the name of the folder “pvs-studio” in the
“/usr/local/lib/node_modules” folder), and in the global “/usr/local/bin”
folder, install the cnd plugin, which is also required by pvs-studio for
server testing, using the following command line:
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